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Answer Part-A which is compulsory and any four from Part-B. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

  
Part – A (Answer all the questions) 

Q1  Answer the following questions:multiple type  (2 x 10) 

 a) What is equally jigged particle? 

(i)particles that show equal jigging time     ( ii)particles that show equal 
settling time  
( iii)particles that are equal in size                (iv)none of the above 

 

 b) Name the principles operating in a heavy media separator and tabling? 
(i)flowing film and differential acceleration       
(ii)consolidation trickling and sing float      
 (iii)sink float and flowing film     
 (iv)none of the above 

 

 c) What are the forces acting on a particle settling freely in fluid medium? 
(i)fluid force                    (ii)drag force     
(iii)gravity force              (iv)all of the above 

 

 d) Whichof the following is a paramagnetic substance? 
(i)magnetite           (ii)calcite  
(iii)hematite           (iv)quartz 

 

 e) What is tromp iron separator? 
(i)to separate scrap iron     (ii)to separate the tailing  
(iii)to remove fine iron        (iv)all of the above 

 

 f) Write the name of any two collector in froth flotation process? 
(i)xanthate   (ii)sulfate    
(iii)sulfonate  (iv)carboxylic 

 

 g) Name the jig used for coal washing? 
(i)batac jig          (ii)hartz jig 
(iii)baum jig        (iv)pneumatic jig 

 

 h) What is the role of cleat in tabling process? 
(i)create huddle to mineral movement    (ii)provide time for stratification 
(iii)facilitate separation                            (iv)all of the above 

 

 i) From the following terms which is not related to an electric separator? 
(i)pinning effect                      (ii)lifting effect         
 (iii)static electrode                (iv)WHIMS 

 

 j) Name the principles operating in a jig? 
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(I)consolidation  trickling                    (ii)differential  acceleration    
(iii)hindered settling                                       (iv)all of the above 

    
Q2  Answer the following questions: Short answer type (2 x 10) 

 a) What is a static electrode and an ionizing electrode?  
 b) What are the flotation reagents?  
 c) What is contact angle in froth flotation?  
 d) Draw a neat diagram showing arrangement of particles over a deck of 

flowing film? 
 

 e) Write the dimensions of a spiral concentrator?  
 f) What is settling ratio?  
 g) Name the principles that operate during pulsion phase of a jig?  
 h) What is a miniature jig?  
 i) Write  the  two  advantages  of  hindered settling over  free settling  in  ore 

dressing? 
 

 j) What is a media solid in HMS?  
    
  Part – B (Answer any four questions)  

Q3 a) Describe the principle and parameters of induced roll separator? (10) 
 b) Write a note on pinning effect and lifting effect in electric separators? (5) 
    

Q4 a) Describe the principle and parameters of a multi gravity separator? (10) 
 b) Write about the method of creating converging magnetic field? (5) 
   

 
 

Q5 a) Describe the principles of jigging? (10) 
 b) Derive the equation of differential acceleration in jigging? (5) 
    

Q6 a) Describe the principle of a dry magnetic drum separator (10) 
 b) Describe about pinch and sluices? (5) 
    

Q7 a) In an iron ore concentrator 1390 tons of feed is fed having assay value 
64.77%.the concentrate 1112 ton has assay value 68.08 %,278 tons of 
tailing has assay value 53.42 %.calculate the ratio of 
concentration,ratio of enrichment and metal recovery? 

(10) 

 b) Differentiate free settling from hindered settling? (5) 
    

Q8 a) Write the principle and operating parameters of a typical wilfley table? (10) 
 b) A  cyclone  is  fed  at  the  rate  of  20  tph  of  dry  solid. The  cyclone feed 

contains  30%solid,underflow  contains  30  %  solid  overflow  contains 
15%  solid  by  weight.  Calculate  the  tonnage  of  solid  per  hour  in  the 
undeflow? 

(5) 

    
Q9 a) Describe the working procedure of flotation cell? (10) 

 b) Calculate the  terminal  velocity  of galena  particle  of 7.5 specific gravity 
and 10 micron in size settling in water? 

(5) 
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